
 

MENTORSHIP ENTREPRENEUR SKILLSET DECENDANCE FROM PROFFESIONAL CONGREGATION 

COVENANT COMPETANCE ,  

 

Enterprise architecture of creation, psuedoscience aphfredesiac emotional/intelligence construction. 

Natural orientation /alignment to creation ecological i.p standards carries builds methodology of biblical 

design character in dualimage creation multidimension . That all standards of the intuitive cultural 

production scale from creation hieroglyphic design 'compiles to envoironmental ‘ergronomic  

ontology’ stewardship of creation career employment experiences and opportunity's of creations 

fundamental educations 'philosiphic insight 'world as one' life strategic ideology , methodology's 

providence of life tools of stewardship intuitive ; programming.. 

 

 Urban demographic revolution are most best fit to chalenge the duty service and chores of true 

stewardship, 'enterprise' vocations, 'preparing to enter conservation/preservation alignment  of 

pedogog carer tradjectory apfredesiac of creation psuedoscience, 'Anthropologic endeavors of life 

vocations . 

Personal trainers  

Specialists of enterprise architecture are leading focused and dedicated allumini capable to stand 

rigourous competitive edge of jurisprudence man and world in the next round of leaders.  

 Group sessions  

To be familiarized with the process and function of the conditioning led to define the millenia citizens 

the higher life profficient provisions of the virtual and truth in life destiny  . 

 Social service self improvedment   

All religeous aspects 'doctorate of creation stewardship re. the being of lifepath synchronized by power 

in united third dimensions of 'world 'work force' mobile societal, 'Enterprise. . 



 

 Goals and objectives-To complete editing  

 

MANIFESTO OF ARCHEOLOGIC ORGANOLOGY 

 Purpose & principals-To complete editing on ;graphic image transparency for enterprise 

architectures of creations unified standards and mechanology of geographic endeavors a 

archeologivc hieroglyph foorensic gene or exclusive psuedoscientific doctorate manuscript tomb 

endow the the parable   

 Area of focus-Vertical/horizontal allumini tradjectory’s of man “newcity” adaptation to ideology 

and naturalization of environment apfredesiac.’subsistence psuedoscience creation 

mechanology Survival-exsistence traits and trades of mans essention from darkages, help to 

reveal the true world compliance of doctorate, ‘productive lifepath.. 

 Project & priority’s-My project is to build on the constructs of the fundemental-foundation 

where the answers to ressurection of the unified world constants can be synchronized and 

observed to interface the compliance in life’s logistic matrix ‘ lost codex message’ allowing the 

ideology of a ‘united flow’ compiled architecture-infrastructure’of covenant 5 horizons. Creation 

nature   doctorine of unified metabolic algorithm ‘guidance-direction ‘creation apfredesiac’ 

‘covenant poetic benediction of sciences ‘field of life endeavors, geographic ontology, ontology 

of man,world,animal   as the holy grail,  

 Calendar/Actions-From the sevenday adventis {genesis} are formed of the world and endeavor 



of supremacy of man and lifeform conservation/preservation ‘diversity biographic manifesto of 

creation biographic mechanology of creation logistics evolution  

 Goals and objectives-To complete editing and repraise my project to gloss not only with the 

beauty of creation purpose, service to lifesystem and repraise of world authentic belonging and 

truth ‘but also be able to compile functional and production initiative methodology for the 

future on this project initiative. 

 Vision- To create the artistic storyline for the new millenia and for it to comply with the codex 

unity mechanology eminating through all lifeform polymer inhabitng the spirit gospel message   

 

MYSTIC PROCESSES OF BUISNESS TECHNICAL/ADAPTIVE DEVELOPEDMENT EVOLUTION,   BIOGRAPHIC 

DESTINY OF CREATION ENDEAVORS EMPLOYED THROUGH COVENANT CHARACTERISATICS{ANATOMY} 

HISTOTRIC REVELATIONS /PANDORA TECHNICAL BUILDING DISAMBIGUATION OF LITURGIC:  DESIGN 

,CONSTRUCTION, DEVELOPEDMENT,GROWTH   NURISHMENT, CURRICULAR, LIFESYSTEMCYCLE TO 

DEFINE 'DIVERSITY SOLUTION TO FACILLITATE GOVERNANCE {MELTINGPOT} OF CIVILIZATION ORDER . 

 

Throughout all works ‘re-interpreted my qualifications in behalf of any accomplishment that is 

concerned to be reraived and in demand of my inyuitive beliefs of ‘how world revelation ‘of 

pseudoscience apfredesiac of creation is the constant psychological lineage of the ‘occipital’ 5G horizon 

sevenday adventis anthropology network fundamental foundation. My qualifications for this 

Project were assigned to me ‘through the creation divine lineages of interactive creation ‘field of life 

endeavors, and thereby the holdings of orthodox covenant profile for the antiquity’s of biological 

artifacts ‘that authentically bind with creation holographic pseudoscience, for a longing impression of 

urban collective revelations of the creation ‘enterprise’ administration to collective creation 

communication technology ‘directs creation pseudoscience  evolution nucleotide collective 

manuscripts liturgic linguistics with creation five orthodox life endeavors ‘alfa,beta,gamma,delta to 

suffice man of dwelling the provisions of unifed conservation ‘ecological diversity’ ethic of creation 

logistic developedment in methodological hope covenat in adaptive deliverance redemption of  

precision in archeology of creation covenant forensic/ballistic instrument of generic pseudoscience  

occipidential  constitution’ grace, glory ‘conservation/preservation..  

I plan to create in the end a model of the estate by sequential-generic architecture design 

implimentation’ layerd framework of the creation archeology impetus act for natures ‘divine-liturgic 

constitution of creation true world prodigy, ‘lineage of new civilization’modern’futuristic.   


